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Let us adopt a willing suspension of disbelief towards Reconciliation.  Let us act and 
speak as if politicians and others who mouth the term really mean it, and mean what 
they say about wishing to make progress now.  Australia has visited dangerous places 
in its racial ramblings of recent years and so we must pursue any hopeful sign. 
 
There are various notions cluttering the scene.  For instance, the question of 
reconciliation is not simply about how white Australians at the turn of the millennium 
say they feel, but one of deep dynamics found in settler-indigenous relations all over 
the world.  Nor has it to do centrally with the details of Aboriginal or Islander 
cultures, or extraneous concepts of Eurocentric whites about ‘nomads’ and the like.  
Rather, it has to do with power relations, a subject which in our society is regulated or 
defined by laws, political institutions, and political culture. 
 
If one reads the Agricola and Germania of Tacitus, one finds that the apparently 
purposelessly genocidal armies of Rome were massacring or assimilating us – or at 
least our Irish, Scottish, Welsh, English, French, Dutch, Danish, Spanish, German, 
and other European forebears – in the name of attitudes all too familiar.  We were 
lazy, unreliable, unpunctual, prone to alcohol abuse, etc., etc., and general no-hopers 
except to the extent we adopted Roman customs.  The only thing I found on last re-
reading which is not heard today in Australia, Canada, New Zealand, Alaska, or 
Scandinavia about ‘the natives’ is the charge that they failed to write love-letters.  
That meant more to Roman notables than to us, it seems.  All the rest is the oral loose 
change of ‘superior’ peoples – Northern Europeans, Asians, Africans, Latin 
Americans, whoever – putting down locals and annexing their lands on whatever 
continent. 
 
Assuming that everyone wants more than a one-day photo opportunity from 
Reconciliation in Australia, an eye to persistent underlying factors in white-
indigenous relations is required.  Everyone can cite the exceptions which make 
Australia different – e.g., the drains whirl away in the opposite direction from Canada 
– but we will learn more from noting the similarities. 
 
So a Reconciliation document, or whatever we call it – let’s call it a ‘howard’ if that 
makes the task easier! – should address persistent factors and principal grievances.  It 
should not get into gratuitous jabs or emotional blackmail pledging blacks to honour 
or respect national unity.  They do so already.  Perhaps black leaders with a sense of 
humour should require premiers and prime minister to pledge not to fart in church or 
spill drinks in the first-class cabin.  Blacks and their proposals for land rights and self-
government do not threaten to divide the nation but to fulfil it, to demonstrate 
equality.  Why should governments throw the paranoid Hansonite cat another 
goldfish? 
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When Canadian governments and indigenous leaders began in December 1979 to talk 
seriously and face to face about these matters, Bill Jarvis, the minister assisting Tory 
Prime Minister Clark, was frank and clear-eyed in his opening remarks. 
 
‘I have no doubt that many of the achievements from this process will be in the form 
of intangible benefits or “spin-offs”.  As much as we may eventually want to find new 
words for the Constitution, we are here as well to take account of the broad 
relationship of governments and native peoples and seek to improve it... Work has to 
be done together.  Everyone knows that we are not dealing with subjects where 
someone can walk into a room and deliver a position and expect people to agree and 
go home.  All of us, and I stress the word all, are going to need to explore each 
other’s concerns and vocabularies.  One of the reasons we will need to do this is 
because there exists no generally accepted language or experience for some of the 
work we must undertake.  Such a process requires a commitment to meetings, 
however informal, to discussions, and to patience... The challenge for all of us is that 
here we may have to come to terms with perceptions of history, society, even law, 
which are new to many of us.  It is clear that our past practices have not adequately 
permitted this, and I need hardly refer to some depressing social statistics to illustrate 
this point... Canadians are coming to realize that the problems of alienation are not 
simple but often rooted in long periods of unresolved grievances and thwarted 
aspirations.  All governments have experienced the costs of failing to solve these 
difficulties; what we must do now is show that our Canadian federalism provides 
opportunity for all peoples to fulfill themselves.  Our legal and political systems have 
always been flexible enough to accommodate such diversity.  Our only guarantees of 
success, however, are open minds, understanding and goodwill.’ 
 
One may substitute the word ‘Australian’ for ‘Canadian’ here to find some useful 
advice in this passage. 
 
We must hope that governments will be wise enough to put the right people at the 
table, not persons who have made up their minds in advance about how impossible 
things are or how scary the imagined public backlash to any positive steps.  Any 
project for social and cultural accommodation and better relations must be conducted 
with generosity of spirit – by definition.  That generosity must largely come from the 
whites, the blacks having already given up or had taken away virtually everything 
they ever had. 
 
The next big question is the form of a document.  A simple statement of goodwill is 
worthless and worse, an insult.  Australia has gone too far for pretty greeting-card 
sentimentality.  Something firmer, something with real import, is needed.  If that 
‘something’ is not achievable at once, then acceptance of a process for achieving it 
would be a worthy start.  Such a political accord could be valuable and might then see 
the right sorts of people brought into continuing negotiations. 
 
This may be the more important because some major figures on both sides of politics 
and at state and national level really ‘just don’t get it’.  They do not see that this is 
more than a cheap stunt to pacify liberals in ‘leafy suburbs’.  That fact is astonishing.  
Issues of irreconcilable black-white differences have been principal national news for 
several years and yet some politicians are too dull to stop and wonder:  why all the 
fuss? what am I missing here? what’s it all about? 
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One must ‘make haste, slowly’ as the saying goes.  There is much to do.  That the 
prime minister’s generation can reach middle-age and have no idea what is being 
discussed, or dismiss it all as Leftist whimsy, is remarkable.  An older generation 
worked through these issues years ago abroad.  It would help to have practical work 
going on at related but subsidiary tables, e.g., on Torres Strait regional autonomy, 
Northern Territory Aboriginal elements in future political arrangements, indigenous 
roles in the coastal zone, etc. 
 
Our tradition finds illustrations and cases more reassuring than general principles, 
especially in constitutional matters.  The truth is that many whites view 
Reconciliation issues as symbolic only.  When shown that they are practical matters 
of daily livelihood, family well-being, opportunity, and equality, they can join the 
search for positive outcomes (as has occurred abroad). 
 
No country without a military dictatorship can ignore territorially-based peoples who 
are distinct in skin colour and glaringly disadvantaged daily in their opportunities and 
social conditions.  Australia has tended to rely on control and patrol as policy in the 
past, a reason for the vehemence of indigenous anger today. 
 
Although some Australian politicians and officials characterise politico-legal 
accommodation as ‘radical’ or even ‘extreme’, it is neither.  It is the practical, 
moderate, and pragmatically evolved practice of governments in other ‘first world’ 
countries working with indigenous peoples.  Social democratic, labour, liberal, 
conservative, ultra-conservative, as well as America’s Republican and Democratic 
governments have adopted such practice abroad to resolve difficult and deep 
problems. 
 
Australia has more disadvantaged and marginalised indigenous peoples than other 
‘first world’ countries.  These problems will not go away.  They will merely get worse 
until there is an explosion. 
 
Of course better community, social, and health conditions are urgently needed, but 
they will not come quickly enough in the terms presently conceived to assuage 
political conflict.  Respect and hope – and the fundamental legal and political 
recognition of indigenous peoples which provides those, or sets in train processes for 
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